). Compared to a wild-type meric Sir2p to rDNA and show histone hyperacetylation at telomeres. Our data reveal the implication of control, smc2-8 shows increased levels of URA3 marker silencing ( Figure 1A ). To test whether the increased siyeast condensin in the arrangement of rDNA repeats into a heterochromatic-like structure that is important lencing in the marker was due to spreading of silent chromatin within rDNA, we used two independent rDNA for the correct delineation of silencing domains in the nucleus.
there was a modest increase, less than 2-fold, in the restriction ratio specific explanation is that condensin acts as a structural barrier at the rDNA and prevents the spreading of silent chromato smc2-8 ( Figures 4A and 4B ). It is difficult to directly relate the increase in restriction ratio to the enhanced tin to nonsilenced regions. In this way, condensin could be generating a global organization in rDNA and comsilencing phenotype because we did not observe any changes in the restriction ratio at 23ЊC, but silencing peting with Sir2p for sites in the locus. Upon slight modifications of such organization, rDNA chromatin might was abnormal at this temperature. Similarly, we could not assess silencing on plates at 35ЊC on smc2-8 beattract telomeric Sir2p pools with higher affinity.
Condensin mutants disrupt rDNA structure during micause of its mitotic lethality. It is possible that the effect of smc2-8 on silencing stems from a mitotic function tosis [22]. We have investigated whether condensin contributes to nucleolar organization during interphase. We related to recruitment and/or establishment of silencing, as has been shown for cohesin [24] . Regardless, our first arrested smc2-8 and wild-type cells in G1 at 23ЊC (permissive temperature) by using ␣-factor to prevent FISH analysis revealed that condensin provides a level of organization in rDNA during interphase. progression into S phase. After the arrest, cells were either shifted to 35ЊC (nonpermissive temperature) or In summary, we have shown that condensin contributes to the arrangement of rDNA chromatin in the nu-23ЊC (permissive temperature) in fresh media containing ␣-factor for 1 hr, fixed, and processed for fluorescent cleus and that it is important for the maintenance of silent chromatin domains in the genome. We propose in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis. FISH analysis of rDNA during G1 has shown that the locus adopts a a model to explain our findings. Condensin bound to rDNA throughout the cell cycle arranges chromatin into disordered and puffed structure [ 
